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Acme Oyster Bar At Last

Eyeless creatures stared up at me
Blue babies swimming in their own tears
I didn't love him
but I ate oysters with him anyway
and now...
we don't talk too much.

"Close your eyes and you can hear the ocean."
But all I heard was the ice cracking in our drinks.

We drowned them in lemon and Tabasco.
Sweet, gray ocean plums
The smallest I had seen and
we washed them down with scotch.
We knew it was wrong.

A shameless act committed as
the silky bodies slid down our throats.
We left wiser than we came.
Lascivious things,
oysters are for lovers...
something we were not.

Sanguine
Yellow
Rose

Lies dead upon the crossroads.
Vibrant sacrosanct testament

to the
mooring
of equal

treatment
under

the law.

Jennifer Thornburg

Reflection on the case of Karla Faye Tucker, who was
the first woman since 1985 executed by the state of Texas. She
became a born-again Christian. There was much emphasis upon her
gender and an outcry for mercy, to no avail. She was a pick-axe
murderess.

Judy Eurey
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Beachcombers
Many beachcombers roam
the shore today.
The young ones, slim and bikineed,
poke at the sand with their toes,
squat, examine a find then let it drop.
They look for the
one perfect shell,
a showpiece to be glassed, lit,
displayed
as proof of their visit.

(It's hard to focus on the line
where sea meets sky—
the white thunder so close
draws your attention back.)

The older ones,
in cover-ups and visors,
who, too, have wasted hours
in search of the perfect one,
now accept the fragments:
broken pieces of ridged white,
jagged shards of gray,
and smooth soft pinks
go into their pails and
plastic bags.

Fragments
beautiful for their color, texture,
suggestion—
not shape.

Ann Marie Radaskiewicz
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Bandwagon

Come on aboard, I promise you we won't
hurt the horse, we treat him well, we feed him well
There's lots of room for you on
the bandwagon,
The road may be rough, the weather may forget us

But won't we all parade around, and
sing our songs, a magic kingdom open-armed

Greet us, hello! Bravo! name in lights,
passing on the word to the fellow passengers and
players, passing in, until you're tired of
looking at all the flags and all the banners
waving, this is some parade yessiree bob
could we have known?
yessiree bob,
could we have known?

But won't we all parade around, and sing
our songs, and wave our flags, a magic
kingdom, greet us all hello! greet us hello!

Joshua 6. Propst

Im*mort*tal*it*tea

With ignorance and arrogance
Do we eat salads of rose petals
Tea cups filled to the brim
Spilling them, as we lift them
The foulness we believe in
The poor fairies can not fly
We caged their bodies in jealousy
Not appreciating the life we are given
Ever so carefully do we destroy ourselves
Pour some water in our cement
Turn our own foundations into rot
Tip over tree houses adults have built
Childish pleasures should not be allowed
But even when your lips are dirty with lies
Your lips taste so utterly fine
Let's just make the world go away
No matter how real or imagined, let it all die
Steeples adorned with crucified leaders
Songs that aren't really music
My loving girls prepared my death
It should come with the greatest of ease
...and at a specified time
but we have nothing to fear
life as we know it is just so perfect
let the caged fairies free of our fanatical jealousy
empty those tea cups into the Oblivion sea
and lay to rest on the rose petals
as we die into the mind of stillness and peace
together we shall be
the embodiment of immortality

Rosalie M. D'Angela
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Local Poem # 7 - Liver Mush

Don't want to know what's in it
Just pass it over here

I'll slap it on a piece of toast
And keep my Pepsi near

Now, don't we all just love it?
They make it here in town

The people up on Hunter's Hill
The finest mush around

Let me wake at lunch-time
When rich folk have their tea
I'll fry a pound of liver mush

that age-old recipe

Once I was without it
I traveled out of town

I went to nineteen grocery stores
Pudding by the pound

So now I'll just be thankful
When I sit down to eat

I'll surely ask the blessing
I love that old gray meat

Mit Gernee
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Wilson Creek
Cheryl Littlejohn
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My Father's Love
Oft' a memory I do recall,
Of times when I was rather small.
A father's face, his smile so warm,
His gentle voice reveals no harm.
His caring eyes reflect a love,
Quite like our Father's up above.

Kind hands wipe the tears I cry,
I feel so safe close by his side.
Encouraging words for my good grades,
Accepting of mistakes I've made.
A hug to make me feel so grand,
My father always understands.

Then suddenly I realize,
This memory is just a lie.
Merely a wish stuck in my mind,
A need to change the years behind.
My Father's love I've never had,
Emotions felt are rather bad.

A father's face that scowls and scolds,
Critical words that pierce my soul.
His raging eyes seem filled with hate!
What have I done?! It is too late!
Hands filled with anger seem to beat,
"For your own good, it's what you need!"

My grades are never good enough,.
"You're in trouble? That's your tough luck!"
Never a hug or compliment,
Can I recall from way back then.
Then suddenly I feel a love,
From God, my Father, up above.

He comforts me and heals my heart,
I know His love shall ne'er depart.
After all these years, I forgive,
I've learned to go on, learned to live.
Bad memories oft' may come my way,
But with Sod's help, I want to say:

"Dear Dad, we've wasted many years,
on lots of heartaches, lots of tears."
"Let's start all over, you and I;
it may be hard but we can try."
"I guess you did the best you could,
but times have changed. I think we should!"

"Let's start as friends and go from there,
Our broken hearts, time will repair."
"We're older now, and wiser too,
So little time, so much to do."
"If I had one wish in this world...
I'd like to be my Daddy's girl."

Julie A. Hefner
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On Writing

There are so many things
I could be doing now
But then would there be
this out-pouring of thoughts
would there be this side of me
that many may never see
I could write for days
about whatever pops
into my head
then it runs down my neck
across my shoulder
picture the words in train-like
procession as they travel
down my bicep
turning with my arm at my elbow
sprinting to the fingertips
that grip
my pencil
and they flow into the graphite
that connects with the skin of trees
and it only takes a split second
to happen
but pages to simply explain
volumes to understand in detail
but a life-time to comprehend

Cabin
Cheryl Littlejohn

Cynthia Dawn Waters
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Capital Responsibility

, Bruised people,
hearts running sore,

' hollow eyes,
i spiritless.

A natural man scavenged
'i can't adjust in chains.

• Drums beat slow
cadence for the soul.

| They wait.
' Stony children beget
; child after child,
I a multitude waxing weaker.
i

Judy Eurey

mm/mm^\a

Phil D'Angelo
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Untitled

Robert stands erect on the horizon awaiting
the artful collapse of reality.

He is a walrus. Connected to his skull,
clean and pristine like a polished tusk, She holds
the center of the universe firmly yet indeci
sively.

Nothing remains for him besides reality,
and the dreadful awaiting;

And the feeling that he is a conservative walrus
with a single tusk - which is her -
at his head like a drinking straw.

Rthur Flander has already drained his bathwater,
and has wiped away the

Slight ring around the tub, and has
hung up his towel; and he has imagined again
that the birdsongs are really his potted daisies
talking.

The viewing of my body in a funeral parlor
is disrupted by this vivid and socially profane
flashback:

Large, unmeasured deeds part at the bow
and become distortions of rippled deep-black.

- Where are we going?
a lot of light floats off the beach behind -
the strand is nothing more than behind.
- As far as we can go, answers
the captain at the closed window -
he is a glance of reflection of what is behind.

Expensive words never come out here -
waves clap the lido and the resort is closed.
Somewhere - a foghorn. Or perhaps someone is
playing a horn up in one of those lighthouses.
This is a virgin boat in an unused sea,
all hands are green. It is only a vehicle to get him
as far as...

The boat glides out from under him.
The water is always flooding itself, covering,
trying to drown or embrace or become more
of itself; and here he is, added to the unsure
possibilities.

Until recently, the threshold of success has always
been past the threshold of pain. Hard. Inac-
cessible.

Water glissandos between his toes.

Robert stands erect on the horizon awaiting
the artful collapse of reality

jonhenry
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His Girl
You might as well admit it.

You are a child of the beast
(I'm sorry there's no way to put this delicately)

and you learned love in the beast world-
backward, dirty love.
(Really there ought to be another name for it
but nothing comes to
my mind)

was split in two
some thirty years ago on a Tuesday morning
in late May
Yes, it was a sad day
for I loved' the beast who split me
and hated
that I needed to from that moment on
fear closing my eyes
hated
that my fists as I looked
down were clenched in white despair
hated
that the tree outside my bedroom window
where I was not alone
rather, that the branches of the tree outside
my bedroom window
were so still
even though
I willed them to move

That tree was waiting, I think
for a miracle,
for some transforming wind.
Was it too much to wish
for the limbs to bow down towards a ground
created by some sort of God
in a heaven not too far away
who could look down and

show us a little mercy?

I remember saying
to the six pieces of furniture in that room
(Including myself)
I remember saying out loud
"I am looking for some mercy here."
But none was coming, don't you see.
The beast had, by that time, left the room
but never me, never me, never me
He was in the kitchen banging pans

I could hear their jangling like a song
he would sing to me later
when he brought me my breakfast

You'll probably appreciate this bit of burlesque
(irony being perhaps all we can expect
in a world without mercy)
The words he sang, the tune you'll recognize

nothing you can say can ever take me away from
my girl
talking bout my little girl

I remember his smile as both warm and wicked

And that tree did shake, did bend and fall
two months later in a mean summer storm
The morning after
I watched him split her too
and stack her pieces in piles
protection no doubt against winter's coming
the dreadful
cold nights.

Debra J. Rose
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The Life That Never Was

Once i was your baby, cuddled warm inside
i dreamt of days we'd share as one

along a creek, beneath a tree
lounged on a quilt, just you and me

relaxing as our hearts grew close there under
neath the sun

i pictured great the look of pride
When first i came to you.

i wished to feel the warm embrace.
i hoped to someday watch your

face
light up with joy as i said warmly,

"mommy, I love you!

but in it cAme
that Beast, that thief

that stOle away my dreams
it Ripped away my life, my limbs

it Tore my flesh apart
I screamed to warn you of the pain

i hOped you'd get away
now Nothing could save me....

Death swept in and scooped me up to guide me on my way
He said that life was hard and cruel, it's best i didn't stay,
i told him all i wished to have was love from only you. he
told me he was sure that somehow you already knew and
not that i don't trust his word for he would never lie i
thought it best if i would write and tell you not to cry. For
though your child ill never be, with all my might i tried;
remember that i love you mom, i'm sorry that i died.

Anthony Vance
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Justin Smith
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The Journey
She bounds down
soft moss-covered paths
exulting in new discoveries,
flitting mothlike from
joy to joy,
reveling in the gift
of delight.
A sudden turn, a half-buried root,
bruised and scraped
she reaches out.
"Daddy, hold my hand."
Eager, scrambling
up steep rocky trails,

pushing through thickets
where briars lavish
bloody embraces.
"It hurts, Daddy-
kiss it better."
Dusty path stretches long;
no respite in sight;
no mossy limb,
no grassy bed.
"Thirsty, Daddy!"
Long refreshing drink
from still waters.
Parched lips soothed,
energy restored.
Road snakes toward sunset.
Aching legs, drooping head,
a wilted flower in the desert.
She turns, arms lifted.
"Up, Daddy."
Abba, Father;
Daddy, carry me.

Nancy R. Whalley
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Wherever You Are
The thing is you must leave.
Do it now.
This may be your only chance
I'm not kidding
What you must do is go
NOW
I cannot believe you are still sitting
Where you were sitting when I told you what
It is you must do and when I said do it now I was
Not kidding. I am for real
Just get up from where you are sitting
Still you are sitting, aren't you?
And walk out the door that is closest to you and
That is visible from where you are sitting I am sure
You can see the door. Go to it now. If you have done
As I suspect all you have done is glance at the door
Which may already be open
This is a sign, don't you see, this means go
For heaven's sake, are you still sitting?
This is precisely not the thing to do when you need to go
out the door
I have told you all that I know to tell you why can't you
Just go and when you do act as though it is just another
day and you are on
Your way to get some water or to check on something that
needs to be checked on.
Maybe you think maybe there is a god and
No there is no time to ponder such things as this when it is
time
And it is, you will see it is easy the trick is
Keep going. Once you've started
Keep walking and when you come to a door
Well let us hope that you will know what to do
Next. I hope you're not expecting more help than this
Is all that you are going to get I have told you all that I
can all that I know Christ
Leave it. I've got no more time to give to you but you don't
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have to tell me I know
A Iready you're sti 11 there aren't you and I hope you are
ready for some sad news
Here it is: It is TOO LATE. Don't even think about going
now. I can't promise you
More chances for all I know this was your last one and yet
I did my best I mean
I was sincere. Here is what is sad: you. Still sitting. Still
reading. Sti 11 thinking maybe.
When you could have been breathing out and breathing in
somewhere else.
Not here
All that is gone now
is what you could have been
all that is
gone

bebra J. Rose
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Rocky Falls
Cheryl Littlejohn
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"Blessings on thee, little man,
Barefoot boy, with cheek of tan!

Barefoot Moments

an
essay

by

Nancy R. Whalley

Outward sunshine, inward joy:
Blessings on thee, barefoot boy!"

John Greenleaf Whittier was right. Few things in
life are more delicious than going barefoot. Can you
imagine Whittier's carefree young lad skipping through
country meadows in Air Jordans or exploring the edge of
the pond in Nike surf shoes?

Remember lazy barefoot days? My cousins and I
could hardly wait until we heard the Whip-poor-wills with
their distinct early-call that gave us permission to fling our
shoes into the nearest corner and venture forth, unshack-
led, into freedom. Grandpa said as soon as the Whip-poor-
wills began their songs, then it was warm enough to go
barefoot.

I've never liked wearing shoes for long periods of
time. After awhile, the hot confines and restrictive nature
of even the most comfortable shoes begin to become a
distraction, if not an outright irritation. I can scarcely get
more than a short distance inside my back door without
shedding my shoes. There are little caches of shoes in
every room.

I do believe the stress level in our society today
would dimish considerably if more people would go bare-
foot when they have the opportunity. What could soothe
and caress the soul more than the feel of cool dew-kissed
grass in a silken cushion against the hot soles of your feet?
The moment I wade into the bliss of earth's green tide, my
very spirit breathes a deep sigh of contentment and deep
inside, the knotted-up tensions begin to lose their strangle
hold. As my daughter says, "It makes me feel little again."
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Whittier and I both remember the joys of being
barefoot. My cousins and I spent many summer days
climbing over the prickly slipperiness of a carpet of pine
needles at the edge of the pasture. Then would come the
dare of wadding in ankle-deep mud by the creek bank, the
gooey slickness squishing between our toes making sucking
noises that caused us to double over in laughter. After-
ward, we gathered our courage, took a deep breath, and
plunged our muddy trophies into the cold rushing water in
the center of the stream. Invigorated and cooled, we
padded across mossy ground onto the velvet sand that

covered the road from Grandma's house to the main road.
The smooth dirt was kept cool and clean by the canopy of
thick trees in "the flat"—a stretch of woods through which
the road twisted. We were grateful for this haven of
coolness, for when we reached the main road the sun
blazed down without mercy. Henry's store was about 200
yards ahead. The challenge was always to see how long
you could stand to walk on the hot tar surface without the
protection of shoes. At midday the heat often caused large
bubbles to erupt on the surface. It became a sort of
gauntlet with the point being to see who could get to
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Henry's store in the shortest time, staying on the tar
surface the longest, and popping the most bubbles with
your toes as you went. We were rewarded for valiant
bravery with an icy cold RC Cola and a Moon Pie. We
usually savored our hard-won prizes in the shade of Uncle
Sam's porch on the way back to the woods. This was an
especially welcome choice because of the pump at the edge
of the porch where we could hold our martyred feet under
the cold splashing water. Once home, we often shinnied up
into Grandpa's apple trees and spent the rest of the
afternoon nestled in the limbs with bare feet braced on an
opposite branch and a checkerboard wedged into a Y-
shaped branch between us. A basket tied to a rope and
anchored on the limb closest at hand made a perfect
"butler's elevator" in which we stashed our colas, Moon
pies, and some ham biscuits from Grandma's pantry.

Ah yes, there is a certain freedom and relaxation
that cannot be attained while we are in the restricted
confines of shoe leather. The constant pressures on our
daily lives which wear at us until our spirits are raw and
tender, pinching our souls until they throb with the con-
stant chafing are like stiff shoes. Sooner or later they
must be cast aside so the cool comfort of green rest can
heal the senses and the spirit. Perhaps that restful free-
dom is the key to the irresistible urge to shed shoes.
Babies do it without hesitation. My young children could
not be convinced to keep shoes and socks on their feet
once they discovered they could be removed with a few
well-placed tugs. They had the right idea. After all, how
can you truly relax in a hammock or porch swing with your
feet still encased in hot prisons of leather?

To be sure, there are risks to be had in going
barefoot. To expose one's bare feet guarantees a measure
vulnerability. Lurking outside the safety of shoes are
bees, stumped toes, hidden thistles with instant pincushion
agonies, splinters, and even the threat of snakes that lash
out in sudden aggression at the invading bare foot. One
doesn't plunge into barefootness in total foolhardy aban-
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don. Going barefoot requires you to slow down. When you
are no longer shielded from your environment, it suddenly
becomes worth your whi le to watch more carefully where
you are going and what is in the surrounding area. A
sudden cluster of cinders on an otherwise smooth patch
dirt can result in some animated "hitching along,"
Grandpappy McCoy-style. Then there is always the violent
surprise of the honeybee. And who hasn't yelped in pained
protest when a lazy wade into the ocean unearthed a crab
who claims squatter's rights?!

We knew the risks were high when we pilfered
Grandma's wax paper and sneaked into the chicken house
yard in true James Bond fashion. The goal was to climb
the bank against which the back of the chicken house
rested. It was no small task to sneak across the chicken
yard, barefooted, all the while avoiding the smelly land
mines that only chickens can plant. Once we reached the
steep embankment, it was fairly easy to climb onto the
roof. Then came the ultimate challenge! Toeing up the hot
tin roof in a crouched position, we quickly planted our
backsides on a square of waxed paper, lifted our scorched
feet and thrilled to an exhilarating slide down the roof.
We could only repeat the mischief three or four times
before we had to crouch in the grass and wait. The
chickens made such a fuss that Grandma would inevitably
appear on the porch and peer at the hen house for evi-
dence of a fox. After a while all would become quiet and
we could make three or four more passes down the roof.
If our aim was good on the last pass, we could snatch an
apple from the limbs overhanging the roof before being
forced to escape into the trees behind the chicken house.
The risk of getting caught made it more thrilling than any
amusement park ride because the penalty was having to
shovel manure out of the chicken house.

But risks aside, the treasures to be gathered by
going barefoot are too valuable to dismiss. There is
something inside all of us which yearns for the peaceful
joy to be had in barefoot moments. I remember as a
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student nurse being assigned to the care of a young
teenage girl who was dying of leukemia. She had been
hospitalized for weeks and there was nothing more we
could do except make her comfortable. She could barely
sit up for short periods, but longed to be outdoors. On
impulse, a fellow student and I went outside on our break
and gathered a paper bag full of fresh spring grass, along
with a handful of violets growing in the hospital lawn.
When we returned, we dumped the contents of the bag on
the floor and let the young girl put her bare feet into the
sweet green pile. She visibly relaxed and the smile that
spread across her ashen face put the sun to shame. She sat
for a long time, the violets clutched in her thin hand, her
toes wiggling contentedly among the blades of grass. She
died that night and I was so grateful she had been able to
experience one more barefoot moment.

Barefoot joy can be found in all seasons. Who
hasn't scampered across cold floors in winter to be envel-
oped by the delicious warmth of cozy blankets against cold
feet? Who hasn't had a good bedtime chuckle over the
violent reaction of icy feet planted suddenly in the middle
of a sleeping mate's toasty warm thigh? How can the
warmth of a crackling fire be fully enjoyed after a romp in
the snow unless shoes are first shed? Barefoot in the
winter can even have its own rewards. When I was in sixth
grade, school stretched on before me like a vast wasteland.
I needed a break. However, those were the days of no
teacher workdays and very few holidays. A February
snowstorm proved to hold the key. I sneaked out the door
of our house, attired only in my pajamas, and stood in the
snow barefoot. I did this for as long as I could stand it
several times within a twenty-minute period. Sure enough,
the next morning I presented with a nasty cold. It was
enough to keep me home for three days, but not enough to
prevent me from enjoying paper dolls and radio detective
stories. Mom never suspected a thing! I felt like Huck
Finn and Tom Sawyer!

Yes, going barefoot demands a certain measure of
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bravery and requires a down-payment of vulnerability. But
the payoff is a priceless reward of joy, shed inhibitions,
and a freeing of the spirit that might never be experienced
through any other means. Harry Chapin sings,

"Barefoot boy
fading down the street.
I know he'll never come this way again. *

Say it ain't so! Kick off those shoes and make some
barefoot moments!

Nancy R. Whallcy

Waterfall
Cheryl Littlejohn
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Zopang Crossing

A Work of Fiction

Stones
by

Judy Eurcy
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r
Joey dashed through the pouring rain to the front

awning of the Magpie Diner. Through the plate glass
windows he could see his mother and Thorpe playing a
game of spades at the table nearest the cash register
counter. It was the same scene he saw every afternoon,
after bus 34 dropped him at the curb. He looked around
the dining area to see if Mrs. Finestein was within sight.
Not seeing her, he placed his open lips on the pane of
glass and blew air through his mouth. His cheeks puffed
out as he tapped lightly on the glass. Thorpe and his
mother looked up. Thorpe grinned at him. His mother
dropped her cards on the table and made a dash for the
door.

"Get in here," she scolded. "You're going to get me
into trouble."

Joey scooted past her before her hand could
connect with his backside.

"Hey Joe. How was school today?" asked Thorpe.

Joey shrugged. "Same as yesterday."

"You just go ahead and be seated here, young man,"
his mother said. She pointed to a place at the table where
Thorpe was clearing up their cards. "After your snack, get
right to your homework."

Joey's mother worked the lunch and evening hours
at the diner. She had to take the job after Joey's father
left two years ago. Mrs. Finestein allowed Joey to come
after school and stay at the diner until his mother got off
from work at 8:00 p.m. Sometimes he was allowed to bus
tables when it was busy.

Other than his mother, of course, Joey liked

Thorpe best of all the people who worked at the Magpie.
Thorpe had barely lived through the Vietnam War. He
had scars on his head and arms, and sat in a wheelchair.
He worked as a cashier and wrote down the call-in
orders when they came in. Joey considered him one of
his best friends. He loved to sit and listen to the stories
Thorpe told of the action he had seen in 'Nam, as he
called it. Joey didn't know too much about that great
war. But he knew that Thorpe was definitely a hero
because he had saved a bunch of people's lives. Thorpe
kept an "Aid to Veterans" collection can on the counter
near the cash register. That was where Joey put at least

half of his
bussing tips,
when he got
them, even
though
Thorpe told
him not to.
Lots of other
people put
money in the
can too.

Joey was
finishing a piece of apple pie a la mode when the phone
rang. Thorpe pushed himself over and picked it up.

"Magpie Diner," he said.

Joey watched him, expecting him to begin to
write feverishly on the order pad. When he didn't, Joey
picked up his empty plate and milk glass and headed for
the kitchen. When he returned, he noticed his mother and
Thorpe talking quietly together like grown-ups do when
they want to leave a kid out of the conversation.
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"Who was it?" he asked.

"You got nose problems, Mister?" asked his mother.
It was her way of saying it's none of your business. He
had heard it a hundred times before. This time, however,
there was something about the tone in her voice that made
him want to drag out his homework and at least look like he
was doing it. He knew that later on he could get the scoop
from Thorpe, who always treated him like an adult.

But it was his mother who told him that evening
what the call was about. Mrs. Finestein was in the hospital.
Her daughter, the young Miss Finestein, would be coming
to run the diner for the time being and probably beyond,
as Mrs. Finestein was getting up in years. Joey knew Miss
Finestein lived in Dayton. He had met her once at a little
Christmas party at the diner. Afterward, his mother called
her snotty.

"You better behave yourself when she's here. She
may not like having a child around the diner in the after-
noons. She's from the city, you know. They have different
ways to run a restaurant there." His mother paused. "I
guess you could stay at Mrs. Bunion's."

Those words made Joey shiver. Mrs. Bunion was
the lady who he had to stay with sometimes. She was
very fat and smelled like cherries. He would not disap-
point his mother. "Angel" would be his name at the diner
from now on.

Two days later Joey sat in the cubby hole under
the cash register counter out of sight.

"Tell about the time at Zopang, Thorpe."

"It was bad," he said. Joey could see Thorpe's
eyes get misty.
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"I was leading 6-company into Zopang province.
Our mission was to track and take out a VC band that
was raiding. They would run in at night and attack the
forward companies. We were losing 8 or 10 men a night
in those raids."

As Thorpe described the action, Joey listened
intently. He never interrupted with questions because he
didn't want to miss a single word. Even though he had
heard the story before, Thorpe's misty eyes and the way he
talked about his men made a big lump rise in Joey's throat.
He felt proud to know Thorpe, probably the only man alive
who could fight wounded, killing 16 VC, while the rest of
his company was over the hill out of danger. His actions
had saved them all, and they didn't even know it.

"I need to meet with the staff tonight after
closing, Mr. Thorpe."

It was Miss Finestein. She wore a denim jumper
and funny flat sandals. She had hairy legs like a man.

"She needs a shave," Joey whispered to Thorpe as
soon as her back was turned.

Thorpe just smiled.

While the staff met, his mother made him wait in
the car.

"What's going on, Mom?" Joey asked as soon as his
mother was seated next to him.

"She isgoing to remodel the restaurant, change the
name and re-vamp the menu."

"<5reat!"
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"Not great, Joey. After the meeting she told me
that she would keep me on, but that you couldn't stay at
the diner in the evenings anymore. Starting tomorrow,
you'll have to stay with Mrs. Bunion."

do."

"Oh, God." Joey sighed.

"She also fired Thorpe. I don't know what he'll

"Oh, he'll be okay, Mom. He will be able to get a
job anywhere."

"I doubt it. Nobody wants a used-up old fart like
him. Mrs. Finestein felt sorry for him. That's why she let
him cashier and take orders."

"Mom! That's crazy. He's a hero. He's got medals
and scars and everything."

"Joey. Thorpe was never in the army. He pretends
to be a vet. He may do it out of respect for his brother
who was killed in the war. But Aewasn't in it. If fact, he
deserted to Canada to avoid the draft. Those medals he
has he picked up in a pawn shop."

"But the stories..."

"Made up."

"Well at least he collects for the veterans."

"No, that's just his side income. I've never said
anything about it because he asked me not to. He said
he needed the money."

His mother talked on, but Joey was not listening.
He had heard too much since she got in the car His
face grew hot. Thorpe had lied to him. His best friend!
That night he could not go to sleep for a long time.

By the next day he had convinced himself that his
mother was the one lying. Thorpe simply would not have
told him about 'Nam action if it wasn't so. All afternoon,
he sat on Mrs. Bunion's green Naugahyde couch watching
reruns of HawaiiFive-O'and Mannixo.r\& trying to figure
out why his mother would lie to him. He did not speak to
her when she picked him up.

At home she handed him a paper bag of his things
she had retrieved from the diner. He took them and
walked sullenly to his room. Looking inside the bag, he
found his cub scout hat, his homemade miniature blowgun,
and a paperback book. On the front cover was a picture of
a U.S. Soldier standing at attention atop a war ravaged hill.
The book's title was Crossing at Zopang.

Judy Eurey
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Loving Nora

a
short
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by
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It is a bright summer's day with warmth bathing the
rural land. Vibrant colors of green, blue, and yellow
abound. A little brown girl with sun-kissed hair and skin
plays within her front yard. Alone, she is suddenly over-
come by an overwhelming desire to visit her grandmother.

Inside the red and white trailer, Momma and
Daddy sit smacking up the remainder of a hearty meal of
pinto beans, fried potatoes, and buttermilk biscuits.
Toying with her kinky pigtails, the little girl asks, "Daddy,
can we please visit Grandmommie? I miss her."

"Nora, as soon as I finish my dinner, I'll take you
to see your grandmother. Now, run along and play. I'll be
out shortly.

Obediently, the girl returns outdoors. Nora then
waits and and waits. She paces the full length of her short
yard. Meanwhile, the birds sing within the magnolia trees,
the warm air embraces Nora, and a sudden breeze beckons
her. She glances back at her mobile home, no sign of
Daddy, she thinks. Tired of waiting, frail Nora takes to
the dusty road to Grandmommie's house. On her fifteen
minute journey, Nora rejoices in the summertime beauty of
the land. Her spirit celebrates the scent of rose, dande-
lion, and honey suckle. The 85 degree temperature bap-
tizes the girl; she dies to any fear of a scolding, angry
father as a result of her disobedience. Instead, she's
reborn to an overwhelming yearning spirit of love - love for
the elements, love for Grandmommie.

Finally, the small skinny girl halts in front of a
vibrantly green A-frame house. Oddly, Grandmommie's
house appears vacant. "I wonder where she could be," says
Nora.

The child scans the neighborhood for any signs of life
and spots two old ladies rocking in their chairs next door.

"Where's my grandmommie," inquires Nora.

"Child, she's gone to Bessie Mae's. Do you know
how to get there?"

"Yes. Thank you, ma'am."
Slowly, Nora continues what has now become an
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expedition, even as a battle wages within. I really should
be getting back home. I didn't mean to travel this far. But,
I must see Grandmommie. I'll make this a short visit once I
get to Aunt Bessie Mae's.

Persistently, Nora continues her journey and
communes with Nature's scents, sights, and sounds. She is
at peace. When she arrives at Aunt Bessie Mae's, Nora's
cousins run out to greet her.

"How did you get here?"

"Where's your daddy?"

"Oh-h-h! You're gonna get a whipping for coming
all the way out here by yourself "

As her cousins chatter like noisy bees, emotions
f jood Nora with gushes of excitement and anxiety. She's
finally close to her dear grandmommie, but unaware of the
consequences that awaitner at home.

Bessie Mae spots Nora next. "Nora, what on earth
are you doing here? You mean to tell me that you walked
out here all alone? I know\\\a\r daddy doesn't know
that you're here. The little girl just bows her head down
with guilt.

Then, Grandmommie enters the room. Nora springs
toward the most cherished lady in her world - next to her
mother, of course. Grandmommie flings open her plump
strong arms for a welcomed hug. Nora anoints herself with
Grandmommie's loving warmth, me girl inhales the dear
elderly woman's Sand and Sable perfume; she then ca-
resses Grandmommie's soft arms as Grandmommie does so
in return.

"It's okay, Bessie Mae. Nora can stay with me. Call
your brother and tell him where his daughter is, so that he
won't worry." And so, Nora spends a wonderous hour with
dearest Grandmommie, God's gift to her.

An hour later, Nora's moment of doom arrives. As
she travels home, green trees shade Bessie Mae's car, and
Grandmommie's protective arms surround her. The young
child feels only a sense of security. All is right in her
world now.
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T
As the big navy Pontiac halts in front of Nora's

doorstep, her daddy and momma greet her relatives, but
say nothing is said fo her. As she studies her father's eyes,
she sees anger, which frightens her. The child quietly
fidgets wishing that she was somewhere she could safely
escape her father's wrath.

Bessie Mae and Srandmommie drive away, leaving
Nora alone in silence with her parents. Daddy glares at
her. Nora hides behind her momma's thin, smooth legs to no
avail. Within seconds, Daddy's enormous arms, where
there's no refuge, yank Nora up and drag her into her
bedroom.

Daddy abruptly removes Nora's underpants and
discards them. She leans obediently over the bed. Her
head lies softly upon the mattress. Tears stream down
her cheeks. Nora's skin, exposed and sensitive awaits her
punishment. Behind her, she hears her father's rage: "You
know that you are not allowed out of this yard! Your
mother and I looked all over for you, not knowing
WHERE you were, only to receive Bessie Mae's phone call
an hour later saying that you were at her house! WHAT
WERE YOU DOING WAY OVER THERE!!!"

Nora can only sob uncontrollably as she hears the
sound of her daddy's belt buckle. Pure fright grips her
soul as she realizes that her daddy is going to use his
thick belt and not Momma's yielding poplar switch.

"Oh well, you're gonna get it! You're gonna get it
good! You may as well stop that crying, for it's not going
to do you any good!"

Then the whipping begins. Nora wails with every
lash. As black leather slaps her brown skin, excruciating
pain ripples through her body.

"You promise to never leave this yard again? You
promise?!"
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"Yes-s-s! Yes-s-s," the naked girl screams in
rhythm with every lash.

Then one final lash echoes its blow upon her legs.

"That'll teach you about leaving this yard without
permission!"

Then the bedroom door closes, leaving the little
girl alone with her little head buried in her comforter.

On the other side, the father's anger quickly
subsides. His audible breathing slows as he rests his
head upon Nora's door. He looks into the vacant room
across the hall and walks away, vowing to never again
touch his little girl with anything short of sweet expres-
sions of love.

In the security of her home, Srandmommie kneels
beside her bed and says a special prayer for her favorite
granddaughter. Meanwhile, Nora cries herself to sleep
dreaming of Srandmommie, dreaming of Daddy's love.

Annette H. Moore
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sound of her daddy's belt buckle. Pure fright grips her
soul as she realizes that her daddy is going to use his
thick belt and not Momma's yielding poplar switch.

"Oh well, you're gonna get it! You're gonna get it
good! You may as well stop that crying, for it's not going
to do you any good!"

Then the whipping begins. Nora wails with every
lash. As black leather slaps her brown skin, excruciating
pain ripples through her body.

"You promise to never leave this yard again? You
promise?!"

"Yes-s-s! Yes-s-s," the naked girl screams in
rhythm with every lash.

Then one final lash echoes its blow upon her legs.

"That'll teach you about leaving this yard without
permission!"

Then the bedroom door closes, leaving the little
girl alone with her little head buried in her comforter.

On the other side, the father's anger quickly
subsides. His audible breathing slows as he rests his
head upon Nora's door. He looks into the vacant room
across the hall and walks away, vowing to never again
touch his little girl with anything short of sweet expres-
sions of love.

In the security of her home, Srandmommie kneels
beside her bed and says a special prayer for her favorite
granddaughter. Meanwhile, Nora cries herself to sleep
dreaming of Srandmommie, dreaming of Daddy's love.

Annette H. Moore
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